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Our registry, PH, has been wildcarding for 8 years now.



We get about 1.4 unique visitors monthly on the 
wildcard site, and roughly 12M page views. This 

would put the wildcard site on par with the top 10 
most-trafficked sites in the Philippines.



Until 2 years ago, when Google was monetizing 
wildcard traffic, wildcarding was bringing in about $20K 

in revenues monthly. Internet penetration here is at 
25% (June 2009), so if Google had not pulled the plug 
on wildcard monetization,  the day might have come 
where wildcard monetization revenues would have 

exceed domain registration revenues. 



When a domain expires, the A record returned by the DNS a website is 
displayed that says "this domain has expired. Click here to renew". This 
saves the domain owner the agony of figuring out if the problem is with 



When email is sent to an unregistered or expired 
domain, the SMTP response either says "the domain  

you are sending to does not exist or  has expired. This 
is a more intelligent response than "host or domain 

name not found"



The response of our wildcard server is very fast 
- (about 150 microseconds). A TCP RST,ACK is 

sent in response to a TCP SYN.  The delay 
caused by sending a wildcard A record instead 

of an NXDOMAIN is minimal. 





It is my belief that if a protocol were to be 
written that "broke" because of wildcarding, it 

would be simple enough for all gTLDs and 
ccTLDS (that choose to wildcard) to install a 

handler (on the wildcard server) for each 
protocol.



Wildcarding gives us interesting statistics. We have been able 
to determine conclusively that in the Philippines, as of Oct 
2009, Firefox has overtaken IE as the most used browser in 

the country. 



In summary, wildcard is a tremendous resource. It 
would be a shame to throw it away. 
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Thank you.


